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In Defense of Reparations: 
A Reply to Estlund and Gaus 

In "Criminal Justice and Legal Reparations as an Alternative 
to Punishment" T argued that the many reasonable justifications 
for punishment, taken together, actually recommend a system of 
legal reparations that is, in impnrtant respects, very different 
from a system of punishment. The justifications in question 
range from those that appeal to justice or desert, to those that 
focus on deterrence and consequztlces, to those that give pride 
of place to the expressive rolc of punishment. To the extent 
these various considerations show we have reason to punish 
criminds. they show ( I  argue) that we have even better reason 
to respond to crime in a difftrsnt way. Specifically, I maintain 
that in place of punishing criminals we should demand of them 
that, as a way of mah11g amends for. their offense, they contrib- 
ute with their time and effort to a system of rep;trations. 

The key diffel-ence between punishment and reparations is 
found in the latter's rejection of a central, defining, aim of the 
former. Unlike punishment, that aims essentially (even if not al- 
ways solely) at the infliction of harm or gain, reparations fo- 



cuses instead on efforts at repair. No doubt, a system of repara- 
tions, no less than one of punishment, will involve coercion and 
will impose costs and burdens on lhose convicted of a crime. 
Yet in a punitive system the point is to impose the costs and 
burdens on the criminal whereas in a reparative system the point 
is to require efforts at repair designed to make amends for the 
offense. The contrast can, of course, be overdrawn, especially in 
cases where the general justification for punishment -for in- 
tentionally inflicting costs and burdens- has a reparative or re- 
storalive focus. Nonetheless, the difference is real, I believe, 
and will properly make a difference to how one thinks about and 
justifies specific institutional responses to crime. Most irnmedi- 
ately, in calling into question thc relevance of making sure the 
criminal suffers and substituting an emphasis on his making ef- 
forts at repair in light of his offense, attention shifts naturally to 
addressing the situation productively. 

In any case, my purpose in the original paper was to sketch 
this alternative and tn show that all the good arguments people 
have offered for punishing criminals serve as at least as strong, 
atid often stronger, arguments for abandoning punishment for 
reparations. Against this, one might argue (as David Estlund 
does) that the system I advance is actually a form of punish- 
ment, whatever i rs advantages. ' Alternatively, one might argue 
(3s Gerald Gaus does) that precisely because a system of repara- 
tiot~s does nor punish it does not give criminals what they de- 
serve and thereby cantlot lay claim to the important justification 
of punis hme t ~ t  provided by ~.etributivisrn.~ Of course there are 
ottler worries otle trligllr have :IS well, but these two are enough 
for this occasion. I will take them it1 order. 

1 Sw hic "Uomments on Cieoffrey S:~yre-McCord, "Uri~i~innl Justice and Legal 
1tep:lrarions as an Alrernative to Pu~lishment", pp. 365-371. 

2 See his ' T a k i n ~  the Bad wirh ihe Good: Some Misplaced Worries about mire 
Kerribuiio~l", th is  volume, pp. 343-363. 
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A. Do Enjbrced Reparations Require Punishment? 

Estlund is persuaded that the system of reparations 1 set out 
has significant advantages over more familiar responses to 
crime. He finds especially attractive the fact that a system of 
reparations concentrates on ensuring that criminals act "so as to 
warrant a reinshtement of the bond between the perpetrator and 
society generally" which is a bond that, he says, "is legitimately 
suspended as a result of a ~r i rne" .~  Yet - and he doesn't mean 
this as any objection to a system of reparations, just to my un- 
derstanding of it - Estlund maintains that a system of the sort I 
describe is actually one of punishment and is, i n  fact "commit- 
ted to a retributivist justification of punishment after all, though 
with an important new t ~ i s t " . ~  

To make his argument, Estlund distinguishes two phases in 
the system of reparations. The first phase comes with the de- 
mand for reparations and the second comes wilh the mecha- 
nisms of enforcement that are brought into play in the face of 
non compliance with the first phase. Estlund recognizes the first 
phase, with its demand for reparations, as offering an important 
and attractive alternative to punishment. In requiring efforts at 
repair, in place of intentionally inflicting pain or harm, he 
agrees that the system of legal reparations is nut punitive. How- 
ever, Estlund notes, in response to nun-compliance a refusal on 
the part of criminals to make the required efforts at repair the 
system I describe would resort to force by withdrawing rights 
and privileges of various sorts. This second phase, Estlund 
maintains, is punitive in the way i n  a way the first is not. And 
obviously the system as a whole would nut be viable without 
the second level response to noncumpliance with the first. So 
while there is, perhaps, a central and appealing non punitive as- 
pect to legal reparations. the demand for  reparations gets off the 







By way of defending what he calls Pure Retributivism, 
Gaus asks how one might go about rqjecting Ihe common idea 
that criminals deserve punishment. Two of the most direct ways 
are, he points out, not very attractive. One way would be to re- 
ject wholesale the notion of desert: "the quickest and easiest 
route7' he observes, "is to simply reject the entire idea of de- 
~ e r t " . ~  He gently suggests that I might be so inclined when he 
notes that I cite Protagoras's claim that those who are rational 
with punish not for the sake of what cannot be undone but for 
the future. But I am not so inclined. T quoted Protagoras not be- 
cause I endorse his pure consequzntidism but because he so 
nicely captures that view. It1 ,my case, those who think talk of 
desert is appropriate and impor-t;lnt. as I do, cannot resist Pure 
Retributivism by dismissing desert altogether. Still, as Gaus ob- 
senTes, one might be willit~g tu countetlance talk of desert and still 
resist t l~e  jden that critninals deserve punishment -and here is 
the second way-- if orle held that while people might deserve 
v a ~ i u u s  good things, no one deserves anything bad (and so no 
one deserves punishment). Gaus quips that some of his col- 
leagues appear to hold such a vjew when it comes to grading 
their student5 thinking that no one deserves a pour grade even 
as some deserve good grades. Were one to embrace an asym- 
metrical account nf desert, according to which people might de- 
serve benefits "but no one ever deserves the opposite of a bene- 
fit a harm", one would still be in a position to reject the Pure 
Retributivist' s claim that criminals deserve punishment .' Yet an 
asymmetrical view, Gaus thinks, should be rejected as "ces- 
tainly no part of commonsense momlity".%e seems clearly 
right about this, if the asymmetrical vjew in question is the 
strong one that "no one ever deserves the opposite of a benefit". 
But one might grant that people sometimes deserve the opposite 

6 Gaus, p. 347. 
7 Tbid., p. 349. 
8 //>id., p. 350. 
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of a benefit without thinking that every time desert is in play, 
harms as well as benefits are at stakil.. Indeed, pretty clearly, 
sometimes people do deserve son~ettiing positive -a prize for 
winning a race or a reward for ti~ldirlg something lost- in situ- 
a t i o ~ ~ s  III which no one deserves mything negative. (And also, 
of course, sometimes people might deserve something negative 
in situations in whirh no one deserves anything positive.) De- 
sert is not always symnetriciil, weti if it often is. 

So one question to ask is whether, in the context of deciding 
on an institutional response to crime. the notions of desert in 
play (when we t h i ~ ~ k  about what the criminals, the victims, and 
others i11 society, respectively, deserve) are sytnmetrical. In 
holding that the criminals deserve fair treatment, the victims de- 
serve concern, and others a modicum of respect are we mobiliz- 
ing notions of desert that have deserved benefits matched by pa- 
tentially deserved harms? I am dubious. 

In any case, it is worth highlighting that even when the desz~t 
at issue is symmetrical, the benefits and h m ~ s  that are deserved 
may not be rewards and punishments.9 Gaus's example of 
grades offers a good case in point. Rejecting his colleagues' 
view that no one deserves a bad grade -as I think we should- 
is not at all the same as thinking that the bad grades are punish- 
metlts and the good grades rewards. One can of course distrib- 
ute grades as punishments and rewards (plenty of people do), 
hut that is quite different from assigning the grades as an evalu- 
ation of the quality of work. And the difference remains in place 
even i C  the poorer grades assigned predictably deprive the stu- 
det~ts who deserve them of something valuable. Thus, thinking 
that considerations of desert are appropriate, and that the sort of 
deser-t in question is symmetrical (so that just as some deserve 
something good. others might deserve something bad), is not 

9 Gaus notes that desert. and symmctly. do no1 t trgthcr establish that cidltr 
rewards or punishments are deserved when d~xuasinp whar he calla the Cornpenha- 
tion TThcory. (p. 352). 



yet to think that those who deserve something good deserve a 
rewurd, and those who deserve something bad deserve a prm- 
ishment. 

How and why do rewards and punishments get in to the pic- 
ture as deserved? One answer comes with the Rerr*ard TI~mry  
Gaus sets out. According to that theory, 

Under conditions C, a person who has X-ed, and so has cnntrib- 
uted to the common good or a common project deserves treal- 
nlent T as a reward she deserves a beneficial treatment. Under 
conditions C*, a person who has Y-ed, and s o  has subtracted 
from the common good, or a common project, deserves a treat- 
ment T'. 3 disreward (a puajshment) she deserves a harmful 
treatment. '" 

But this theory doesn't really answer the question ar all. 
since it simple asserts that rewards atld punishments are, in fact, 
deserved. Why are rewards and punishments the right respotlsz 
to X-ing and Y-ing, respectively? Why not think those who 
have contributed deserve to enjoy the fruits of their Iabor (but 
not, i n  addidon, a reward) and those who have subtracted owe 
efforts at repair (but do not, also, deserve a punishment)? True 
enough, as Gaus points our, the sort of backwards looking con- 
sideratio~ls that would justify a I-eward (assuming one is justi- 
fied) would find a parallel in hackwards looking conside1+3tions 
that would justify a punishment. Yet, so far, there is no account 
of why those considerations would justify rewards and pu tlish- 
ments as opposed to benefits and costs that are nun punitive. 

My own view is that talk of rewards and punishments, as 
deserved, begins to make sense only in a context of conven- 
tions, practices, and reasonable expectations that have set up the 
1.e w91.d~ and punishments. And precisely what rewards and pun- 
ishments are deserved rums crucially on the specific ucmven- 
tions and practices that are in place. Someone counts as deserv- 

ing a good grade not simply thanks to having done good work. 
The grade comes to be deserved only in  a context in which 
grades are appropriately being given and then only when the 
standards governing the djstnbutiot~ of the grades are such that 
the work satisfies them. Move to a context in which work is un- 
graded, and it is wmng to claim that o person who does poocl 
work is being denied something they deserved. Or move to a 
context in which the standards for grading are sensitive to fea- 
tures rlther B ~ a n  those that make the work in question good, and 
again it is wrong to claim that the person deserves a good grdde 
for the work she did." In a similar way, I think, and for similar 
reasons, someone counts a deserving a reward not simply for 
having contributed to the conwon good. Indeed, I think com- 
monsense morality rightly recognizes that people regularly con- 
tribute to the u)nmon good without thereby having a claim to 
some reward. A reward comes to he deserved only in a context 
~ J I  which rewards u e  appropriately being given out and then 
only when the standards governing the assigning of rewards are 
such that the contribution satisfies them. 

I m not suggesting here that there are no rnolal constraints 
on the conventions and pwctices that might be put in place - 
that people night deserve anytlring for having done anything, if 
only certain collventions and practices are in place. Rather, my 
suggestion is that desert, in particular. secures a content robust 
enough to figirre as part of a moral argument only in the context 
of specific conventions and practices. 

Consider the person, imagined by the Reward Theory, whu 
contributes to the common good under circnmstances C, by X- 
ing. What does she deserve? Is she just doing her share? Is the 
contribution easy and such that failing to do it would be sharne- 
ful? If either of these, why think she deservzs a reward? If we 
suppose she deserves a reward. what re ward, detznnined how? 

I I And this is true even though the work was admittedly good, as long ;IS j r  was 
g o d  in light of st.andartls that are mt in play. 
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Should the rewiil-d reflect her effort, or the size of her eontribu- 
tion relative to what she has Cor relative to what she helps to 
produce), or st~ould it be fixed at whatever level would have 
provided an incentive sufficie~~t to get her to make the contribu- 
tion? 

We get defensible answers to these quesrions, I believe, 
only against a background of assumed converl tions and prac- 
tices rtiat would fix reasnnahle expectations. The cjrcumstances, 
C, that figure in the theory's formula for desert must, if I am 
right, include such conventions and practices if her-e is to be 
any specific treatment T that is deserved as a reward. And, as- 
suming symmetry, the same is true of the circunutances deter- 
mining whether any specific treatment T* i s  deserved as a pun- 
ishment. If so, though. one cannot Tegitimcl~ely appeal to the 
Reward Theory, nor to any similar general theory of desert, to 
choose among the conventions and practices that the theory's 
application presupposes. 

Of course, i f  the Reward The0121 were hue, the syrr~metrmcal 
structure it imposes would suggest that if there are circum- 
stances under which a person might deserve some reward then 
there are like wise circumstru~ces under which she might deserve 
some punishment. Yet, as Gaus points out, the circurnstclnces 
that call for a reward may well be dfferent from those that call 
for punishment. And if re levant circunlstances include the pres- 
ence of certain con\entiotis and practices, accepting the Reward 
Theory is compatible with holding that there are good reasons 
to put into place the conventions and practices that w c ~ ~ l d  un- 
derwrite the rewards, but no1 similarly good reason% when it 
comes to the conventions and practices that would be needed to 
underwrite punishtnents. 

Thought of in these tertns, my argument fox reparations 
comes to this: whatever vasons there are for the conventions and 
pmcticcs that make it true that some criminals deservc punish- 
ment, these reasons provide even s trunger grounds for replacing 
those conventions and practices wit11 alternatives that shift the 
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focus from what they deserve to wllat they owe.'' The choice 
between the crsnventions and practices that constitute a system 
of punishment and those that would constitute n systen~ of repa- 
rations should turn on the weight of these reasons and can not, 
in any case, he settled by an appeal to a noti011 of desert that 
assumes the conventions and practices in pl:tce will be puni- 
tive.13 

If I am right, a system of reparations is morally preferably to 
a system of punishment, for dl the reasons there are for think- 
ing that a system of punishmen1 is morally justified. I do not 
doubt that under certain circumstances (maybe the ones we are 
in now) criminals deserve punishment. However, I think we 
have moral -as well as  pragtnatic- reason to change the cir- 
cumstailces by changirlg our conventions and practices so that 
in the future the right lking to say is not that criminals dzserbe 
punishment but rather that they have a responsibility to make 
emends for the c>ffetises they have committed. 

12 Pc~llapc it  is worth noting that the shift is nut cornplctc. The system r ~ f  iypa- 
rations 1 ;~dvocale retains the idea that criminals del;erve C~lr  treatment as well as re- 
spect as rcsponsihlc agrnta, and at1 opportunity to m<*e anicttds. even if not punish- 
ment. Nonetheless, it is I-ight lrh say that for the ulost pan questions of w,hat the 
cr~rn~nal  uwes, rathcr than whnr he ~leserves, move front and center. 

15 Of course, p u n i ~ ~ t c  wnvcntions and practices are in fact nrw in plscz. And, 
asuming the laws are reasonably just and fitirly enforced, 1 think it IS True th3t critni- 
nals desemc punirh~mrjl. What is not true i s  ~ h c  facr that they cul.rentIy do deservc 
punishment ~ u c a n s  that changing our con~tlltions so as to replace a bystern uf punish- 
ment with one of r e p ~ ~ ~ t i o i i s  would in\-oIvc failing to givc cr i rn~~la ls  what they de- 
serve. With ihe new systeni in place it would no Iongrr be mle that the crir~inals 
deserve punishment. Mureover, if thew are goud reasons to rrpbcc a system of pun- 
ishment with one uf reparations (ah T xgue in "E:riminal 1us1ic.e ar~d Lcgal Repara- 
tiun, ar an Alternative to Puni~hmznt"), claims to thc effect that crirrinds deserve 
punishment would offer na rcason :\gainst the changc. 


